Multi-physics HPC applications with mixed discretization schemes, adaptive unstructured meshes, and parallel distributed data sets have inherent complexity that must be managed. Design concepts embedded in the mesh data structures will either segregate complexity from, or compound complexity throughout, such applications. A recent research effort at Sandia National Laboratories is focusing on performance modeling and analysis of these complex applications. For this effort portable compact mini-applications (a.k.a. "dwarf" applications) are being developed to approximate the performance of corresponding "real" applications. For one of these mini-applications a new, fully functional, component has been developed for parallel, heterogeneous, and dynamic unstructured meshes (phdMesh). This component will be made available at software.sandia.gov. A decade of experience with a variety of target applications has led to the concise concepts, object oriented design, and minimalistic application programmer interface (API) of the phdMesh component.
Introduction
Scientific and engineering modeling and simulation codes can incorporate complex capabilities such as multiple integrated sets of physics models, massively parallel processing, adaptive discretizations, and solvers for large systems of linear and nonlinear equations. Managing complexity through Copyright 2007 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by a contractor or affiliate of the U.S. Government. As such, the Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. HPC-GECO/CompFrame'07, October a well-designed separation of concerns is critical to the successful development of these codes. The architecture of such an application will identify a set of minimally interdependent components, each of which is responsible for a welldefined set of capabilities. However, it often requires lessons learned from development of a varied set of applications to discover and distill the desired components and minimalistic interfaces.
The parallel, heterogeneous, dynamic unstructured mesh (phdMesh) component represents the maturation of abstractions and software design that have been implemented in the Sierra Framework [3, 4, 5, 17] and utilized by a variety of Sierra application codes [2, 7, 12, 13, 16] . Similarly motivated mesh data models and software packages developed by other research groups have been influential to the maturation of concepts leading to phdMesh. These include the:
The phdMesh component is part of a larger effort to develop a set of compact, highly portable, mini-applications (a.k.a. "dwarf" applications [1] ) that approximate the performance of "real" applications at Sandia. PhdMesh targets performance critical capabilities in these applications including geometric proximity search, dynamic load balancing, heterogeneous (multi-physics / multi-discretization) computations, and mesh adaptivity. Rather than simulate the unstructured mesh communication and data management performance of the target application, phdMesh provides a compact, highly portable, and fully functional mesh management capability.
A concise formal model for phdMesh capabilities is presented. This formal model is expressed with mathematical abstractions from set theory. An object oriented, C++ implementation of this model is to be available in the public domain at software.sandia.gov.
Overview of Concepts
Management of unstructured mesh data brings together two orthogonal concepts: (1) mesh -a weblike pattern or construction that fills a domain and (2) database -a large collection of data organized for efficient storage, search, retrieval, and update. At the highest level of abstraction, a database has two distinct constructs: (1) the schema -a specification for the data to be managed and (2) the bulk data itself. Application of these database concepts leads to a well-defined partitioning of information and functionality between a mesh's schema and bulk data.
The bulk data of a mesh consists of (1) the discretization entities -such as the elements and nodes for finite element discretizations, (2) connections between entities -such as the vertex nodes of an element, and (3) variables associated with mesh entities -such as basis function coefficients. A mesh schema provides a specification for this bulk mesh data.
Mesh Schema: Parts and Fields
The schema of a mesh describes the problem domain to be discretized -it is a specification of the data required for a suitable discretization of the problem domain. A given problem domain can have many possible discretization. For example, the selection of an element or cell size will result in a different collection of mesh data. Thus a mesh schema includes information for which different suitable discretizations could be generated, and excludes information that would be specific to a particular discretization.
A mesh schema, in its simplest form, consists of parts, fields, and relationships between parts and fields, as illustrated in Figure 1 . A part defines an expected subset of mesh entities within the mesh data. A field defines the expected variables associated with mesh entities. A part can specify a member of a problem domain's assembly of parts, a collection of mesh entities of a given shape or topology, or other expected artifacts of a discretization scheme. A part may be a subset or superset of other parts. For example, to describe an assembly-of-assemblies or categorize mesh entities (e.g. shape, approximation order, and integration rule). For consistency the parts' subset and superset relationships must be transitive (A ⊂ B and B ⊂ C then A ⊂ C).
A field is a specification for a variable that is associated with mesh entities. This specification assumes that the variable is a multidimensional array of numeric values (e.g. integer or floating point). A field's numeric type and number of dimensions is invariant; however, the size of each dimension can vary when associated with different parts of the domain. Thus a field A(n1,n2,n3) will have three dimensions throughout the problem domain; however, the values of the individual dimensions n1, n2, and n3 are allowed to change throughout the problem domain. For example, the dimension of a field holding basis function coefficients at a node or integration quadrature values within an element will necessarily vary with the polynomial degree of the basis or order of the quadrature rule.
Mesh Data: Connected Entities, Field Values, and Kernels
Mesh data, as illustrated in Figure 2 , consists of entities of a discretized problem domain, connections between entities, and field values associated with mesh entities. An entity is an "atomic" member of a discretized problem domain, e.g. a finite element or node, that (1) is uniquely identifiable within a mesh, (2) is a member of one or more parts of a mesh, (3) is connected to zero or more other mesh entities, and (4) has zero or more associated field values. Field values associated with a homogeneous subset of entities are grouped into a kernel. A kernel holds field values for a collection of entities that are of the same type (e.g. element, face, edge, node) and are members of the same parts. This collection of mesh entities is homogeneous with respect to the mesh schema, and is assumed to be similarly homogeneous with respect to the computations performed on the mesh. Recall that the dimension of a field's value varies according to the part in which an entity is a member. Thus all field values associated with the mesh entities associated with a kernel have identical dimensions. As such these field values can be managed as a single (contiguous memory) array, as illustrated in Figure 3 , with a trailing dimension corresponding to the mesh entities of the kernel. 
Parallel Distribution
It is assumed that massively parallel execution of an application code will occur on a distributed memory parallel machine, will have bulk mesh data that is too large to be replicated on all parallel nodes, and that dynamic load balancing will relocate mesh entities among processing nodes. In order for a processing node to accommodate relocation of an arbitrary mesh entity the processing node must have knowledge of the complete mesh schema. Thus, since the schema information is small and potentially required on every processing node it is exactly replicated on all processing nodes.
The parallel distribution of connected mesh entities leads to connections between mesh entities residing on different parallel nodes, and the need to replicate some mesh entities on two or more parallel nodes. Computations on, or modifications of, a replicated mesh entity or its associated field values will need to be coordinated and synchronized. Such parallel operations are simplified by designating one of the processing nodes to "own" a replicated entity, and thus be responsible for coordinating computations or modifications of its owned mesh entities.
Unique identification of a mesh entity is invariant with respect to the parallel distribution. Thus the identifying "key" for mesh entity must remain valid when a mesh entity is moved among the processing nodes.
Concise Formal Model
A concise formal model for phdMesh provides an unambiguous specification for the software design and implementation. This model is expressed using conventional set theory notation for relationships ( = = ⊂ ⊆ ∈), operators (∩ ∪ \), relation (→), and map ( →). The notation d α → r is used to define an "attributed relation" between a domain entry d and range entry r, where the attribute is denoted by α.
Parts
A part is defined by an application to have unique a text name and to be the subset or superset of other parts. The subset / superset relationships are transitive, i.e. when an application defines Ω a ⊂ Ω b and Ω b ⊂ Ω c then it is automatically defined that Ω a ⊂ Ω c . Thus it is ill-posed, and therefore erroneous, to define a circular subset relationship in which part would become a subset of itself. A part may be defined as the intersection of other parts. Such a part provides a concise reference for that intersection, such as a prescribed surface's intersection the boundary of a volume.
An intersection-part may have algorithmic significance to an application and thus be used when defining an application's fields. For example, a nodal field that is continuous within material parts but has jumps at material part boundaries will have a single value on the interior of a material part but will have multiple values at material part boundaries.
Fields
An application defines a field to specify a multidimensional array of a numeric type that is associated with a particular type of entity and has a unique text name. The dimension of a field (Eq. 3) is defined in association with a part. The resulting field dimension map is well-posed only if the same dimension is obtained when associating a field F j with a part Ω i and any subset of that part.
The converse of this consistency condition only holds if the dimension is defined for the superset part.
Consider the universal mesh part, i.e. the entire domain Ω, if the converse of Equation 6 were to hold then it would require the field dimension associated with the universal set to have a given size, forcing the field dimension to be uniform throughout the mesh.
Mesh Data
where m k → T * and
Field Values
A field value maps to a field and entity of the same entity type, e.g. a nodal field and a particular node. The existence and size of a field value v kj is determined from the schema's dimension map (Eq. 3).
if
Consistency of a field value's dimension is insured by Equation 7.
Kernels of Field Values
The field values and entities in a mesh are partitioned among kernels and associated subsets. A kernel's subset of entities, Ω K , are of the same type and are members of the same intersection of parts.
The homogeneous subset of entities defined in the right hand side of Equation 15 is partitioned among similar kernels with a bounded cardinality, #Ω K ≤ N . An application sets this bound to control the blocking size of field value arrays (recall Fig. 3 ).
The intent of a kernel, and thus a kernel subset, is to automatically group entities and associated field values into homogeneous "chunks" so that an applications' heterogeneous computations can perform more efficiently. Consider a computation that operates only the nodes at the interface between two particular materials in a mesh, e.g. a fluid-solid interface. Such an operation must sift through the mesh to locate and compute on the appropriate nodes. When nodes and field values are grouped into homogeneous kernels then the operation need only sift through the collection of kernels and then compute on the contiguous block of field values contained in the kernel. Such an efficiency improvement will realized only when the kernels have a reasonably large number of member entities.
Kernels are intended to aid computational efficiency in several ways. First, the logic for selecting an arbitrary subset of entities is applied to obtain a "chunk" of entities as opposed to an individual entity, thus reducing the operation count. Second, when the computation is performed it operates on a contiguous block of field values, which is typically more cache-memory efficient than operating on a set of field values scattered throughout memory. Finally, the impact of dynamic update to an entity (creation, destruction, or partmembership changes) is limited to the kernel(s) associated with the change.
Connections
An application defines a connection between pairs of entities, m D α → m R , for a given purpose, denoted by α. The predominant purpose of connection is for the domain entity to use a range entity. For example, an element entity uses a set of node entities to define its vertices.
This uses/usedBy attribute is not sufficient to define the purpose of a connection. For example, a hexahedral element has eight uses-connections to define its eight vertices; however, these connections must be differentiated to associate nodes with specific vertices. Thus a connection's purpose has an application-defined attribute in addition to the fundamental uses/usedBy attribute. This attribute typically includes a local numbering convention for identifying the specific vertices, edges, and faces of an element.
The definition of a connection implies the definition of its converse, e.g.
For example, a node entity is used by one or more element entities. The intrinsic uses and usedBy attributes of the purpose govern whether a connection is explicitly stated ( uses) or its converse (usedBy).
Operations with entity connections typically access connections via the domain entity for a given purpose. As such connections are partitioned into subsets with the same domain entity, and each of these subsets is ordered by purpose (e.g. local numbering).
Given a domain entity m D an operation will access a purpose-ordered span of connections in the set defined by Equation 16.
Connection Induced Subsets
The uses/usedBy connections induce a neighborhood or patch-subset for entities or subsets of entities. These induced subsets are used to define subsets of a parallel decomposition.
patch (m) = uses (usedBy (uses (m))) (21)
Parallel Decomposition
A mesh entity may reside in the memory space of more than one processor; however, it is uniquely owned by only one of those processors, m k → P . This ownership map is the starting point for defining parallel decomposition subsets.
Resides P = uses (usedBy (Uses P )) (24) Aura P = Resides P \ Uses P (25)
A processor's aura subset (a.k.a. one-layer ghosting) extends the uses subset to include entities needed for a complete patch of any uses entity to reside on the processor. Entity connections are ambiguous when an entity can reside on more than one processors. These connections are clarified by either (1) assuming the connection is for entities local to the processor or (2) pairing an entity with one of the processors on which the entity resides. The connection introduced in Section 3.2.3 assumes the entities are local. A parallel connection qualifies the two entities with one of their residing processors.
Parallel Connection
A parallel connection is necessarily split across two processors, in contrast to a local connection defined in Section 3.2.3.
A domain member (m D → Q) ι resides on the domain processor P and associates the domain entity m D with the range processor Q. A range member (m R ← P ) ι resides on the range processor Q and associates the range entity m Q with the domain processor P . These associations indicate that domain entity information is sent to the range processor and corresponding range entity information is received from the domain processor. Correlation between a domain member (m D → Q) ι and range member (m R ← P ) ι is maintained through a consistent ordering of domain and range sets on each processor. A parallel operation will iterate the domain set to send messages and then iterate the range set to receive these messages.
Induced Parallel Connections
Two parallel connections are induced from the Shares P Q and Aura P parallel decomposition subsets. The sharingconnection is symmetric relation induced from the sharessubsets.
The aura-connection is similarly induced nonsymmetric relation between the owner-subsets and aura-subsets.
{(m * , P ) → (m * , Q) : m * ∈ Owns P and m * ∈ Aura Q } (30) These parallel connections support coordination of parallel operations on shared or aura entities.
Parallel Subset Generation
Population of the sharing and aura subsets and induced parallel connections are non-trivial operations. For a mesh in which entity identifiers are globally consistent, i.e. an entity residing on more than one processor has an identical identifier, these operations are well-defined.
Discover Sharing and Assign Owners
The sharing of entities is discovered through construction of a parallel index for the mesh's entities. A parallel index provides each processor with a cross reference of entities that have equal identifiers on other processors.
Given
{(id, P ) : id resides-on P } Generate id → {Q : id resides-on Q} on each P
Once a parallel index for entities is established an owner processor is consistently chosen from among the sharing processors, sharing subsets populated, and parallel connections created. Generation of a parallel index (Eq. 31) is a three-step operation. First, each processor's contributed id is communicated to an algorithmically defined indexing processor along with the originating processor's identifier.
Second, the indexing processors sort the received entries by identifier so that equal identifiers are adjacent in the set. Finally, the indexing processor iterates its index-set to communicates back to each originating processor all (id, P ) entries for which that processor contributed an identifier.
Generate Aura
The aura subsets and parallel connections are generated (or regenerated) from the sharing parallel connections. Each patch of a shared entity m k , is communicated to each of the sharing processors.
Any received shared-patch entity that is not already on the processor becomes a member of that processor's aura subset. Finally, the aura parallel connection is generated by the receiving processors informing the owners of the aura entities.
Excerpts from the API
The phdMesh package is written in the C++ programming language. Excerpts from the application programmer interface (API) header files are presented here to illustrate the minimalistic nature of the API. Implementation details (e.g. class destructors and private sections) have been omitted.
Mesh Schema
Recall that a mesh schema consists of the parts and fields of a problem. The API selected for a field is a template class with the numeric type and number of dimensions of a multidimensional array as template parameters. Recall that the dimension of a field may vary across a mesh, but the numeric type and number of dimensions is invariant.
class Schema ; class Part ; template<typename T, unsigned NDim> class Field ;
The mesh schema API is a class through which parts and fields are declared and queried. A set of parts is owned by a schema and is ordered by name. A set of fields is owned by a schema and is partitioned according to the associated entity type, where each subset is ordered by name. The Part API is a class through which subset/superset relationships are declared. An A.add subset(B) method call declares B to be a subset of A, and transitively to be a subset of all supersets of A. The Field API is a template class where the numeric type and number of dimensions are template parameters. The dimension of a field is set for a given part via the F.set dimension(P,n0,n1,...) method, where an integer value is supplied for each dimension of the field. 
Mesh Data
Recall that mesh data consists of entities, connections between entities, and kernels of field values associated with entities. For parallel distributed meshes connectivity data includes shared and aura interprocessor connections. The sets of entities and kernels are owned by a mesh and partitioned by entity type, where each entity subset is ordered by entity identifiers.
An entity is declared with an entity type, identifier, and set of parts for which it is a member. This identifier is unique for all entities of a given entity type. An entity's set of parts may be changed by adding and removing membership parts, e.g. to reflect changes to the properties of or computations performed on that part. Destruction of an entity allows its identifier to be reused in a subsequent declaration of a new entity. An entity owns a set of connections for which it is the domain member. This set is ordered by the range entity type, connection type, connection identifier, and finally range entity identifier. Connections are added or removed as the mesh is modified. The Entity::data and Kernel::data methods return pointers to the field data associated with the entity or kernel and the input field. For an entity the field data memory conforms to the multidimensional array of the field. For a kernel the field data has one additional, final, dimension corresponding to size of the kernel, i.e. or number of entities associated with the kernel. 
Mini-application Model Problem
The phdMesh component was developed as part of a miniapplication to model the performance of a parallel geometric proximity search algorithm for unstructured meshes. The model problem for this mini-application is a matrix of gears, illustrated in Figure 4) where the contact surface of these gears continuously changes as the gears rotate. This model problem was selected to provide a trivially driven geometric contact problem that (1) is easily scaled by adding more gears in the x, y, and z directions and (2) parallel distributed meshing is easily accomplished within the mini-application.
As the gears rotate the geometric proximity of surface facets is recomputed. At each increment of rotation surface facets that are (1) in geometric proximity and (2) do not reside on the same processor are copied into the resident set of the proximity facet's owning processor. This parallel operation results in an update of the corresponding shared sets as well. Similarly, facets that move out of geometric proximity are removed from the resident set in which they had previously been copied. Figure 4 includes two steps of the model problem. The nodes of the problem are colored by their angle within the gear, blue-to-green mapping zero-to-360
• . Nodes connected to faces that are in geometric proximity are colored red.
A parallel distributed linear octtree algorithm was implemented based upon concepts from Warren & Salmon's parallel hashed octtree algorithm [18] and more recent parallel linear octtree algorithm [10] used in computer graphics. However, a discussion of of this algorithms is not within the intended scope of this paper. A preliminary scalability scalability of the mini-application's algorithm was performed on Sandia's 4480 node Thunderbird system (Intel EM64T nodes with Infiniband interconnect). The model problem was scaled to have ten gears with 19840 elements and 4960 faces per processor. Results given in Figure 5 are graphed in comparison to linear and theoretical N log (N ) search performance curves. Note that the N log (N ) curve does not take into account the time required to geometrically decompose the facet data and copy data among processors to set up the N log (N ) search. The next phase of this miniapplication probject includes a detailed end-to-end performance study of the parallel geometric proximity search algorithm. 
Conclusions
A concise formal model for a parallel, heterogeneous, dynamic unstructured mesh capability has been presented. This model is flexible in that heterogeneities from a problem specification are accommodated through applicationdefined parts and fields, and heterogeneities from discretizations are accommodated through application-defined entities and connections. Computational efficiency is supported through the partitioning of entities and field values into homogeneous kernels which may be operated on through a contiguous block of memory. This formal model yields welldefined specifications which have been implemented in the phdMesh component. This component is to be available at software.sandia.gov.
